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Employer JobsJob BoardJob: Server
#3175. Moosejaw Pizza and Dells Brewing at Wisconsin Dells, WI

 Print  

Type of Position Server

Position Description PARTICIPANTS MUST BE OPEN TO ANY POSITION LISTED. POSITIONS ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE
BASED ON EXPERIENCE, QUALIFICATIONS, AND EMPLOYER NEED. Participants working as servers are
responsible for: greeting customers, taking orders, delivering food and drinks, clearing tables, and
assisting guests with a smile and friendly attitude. While servers earn tips, participants hired as servers
are guaranteed to earn at least $7.25 per hour to meet local minimum wage. Servers are expected to
give a portion of their tips to the bartender, busser and/or food runners, based on which of those
positions are on shift at the time. Servers can also expect to work at least one shift per week as a food
runner, depending on the rotation. Food runner responsibilities include running appetizers, carrying
second trays for large tables, and helping out where needed. General cleaning is required. When
participants are scheduled as food runners, the wage will be $7.50 per hour plus tips. Additional duties
may be assigned by supervisor as necessary. Servers are required to complete server training program
upon arrival. Participants will be assigned to a different job if unable to complete training.

Approximate Hours per Week 32

Employment Period Start dates: 12/1/2021 - 12/20/2021 
End dates: 3/11/2022 - 3/31/2022
Jan  Feb  Mar  Apr  May  Jun  Jul  Aug  Sep  Oct  Nov  Dec

Pay Rate
Pay Rate $7.25 per hour while training, $2.40 per hour plus tips after training

Overtime Terms 1.5x wage after 40 hours per week (based on $7.25 per hour minimum wage). Overtime hours may be
available, but are not guaranteed.

Bonus Info

Housing
Housing Participants will live in dormitory-style housing. Each room will have its own bathroom with a shower,

a microwave and mini-fridge, and bunk beds. Participants are expected to clean up after themselves
and help with keeping housing clean. Hiawatha Residence Hall does not allow any alcohol in the
rooms. Failure to adhere to this policy could lead to eviction from housing.

Housing Cost $95 per person, per week

Requirements
Required Qualifications Employer prefers to hire participant who has been to the United State before, whether that be a

previous Work & Travel experience or traveling experience. No facial piercings, gauged ears, or visible
tattoos are allowed while working. Hair must be natural color. Great English, outgoing personality with
winning smile.

Uniform Requirements Participant should bring tan or khaki pants and brown closed toe/closed heel shoes. Additional
uniform is provided and expected to be returned at the end of the season.
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